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ABSTRACT
Database integration is a multistep process of finding similar entities in two or more databases to create a
non-redundant, unified view of all databases. Database integration has become an active area for research
due to increasing of information resources with the need of users and applications to integrate data from
these different sources. This paper discusses the role of data integration and the fields that require it,
problem of integration and the processes of integration. Finally it presents the current methods used in
database integration in a form of graph that classified the approaches in clear manner.
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1.

messages exchanging and merging companies.
Merging one company in another includes
merging its systems and database which may be
completely different and vary widely in their
content, formats and access methods.

INTRODUCTION

With the growth, widespread and increasing
of information resources, users and applications
need to integrate data from different sources.
These resources are often having a degree of
heterogeneity. There is an urgent need to
overcome this obstacle and combine the
information.

In Bioinformatics: with the accomplishment of
Human Genome Project, a mass of original data
are collected by researchers. In order to handle
those data better, hundreds of databases of
Bioinformatics are formed, such as the three
major international databases of the nucleic acid:
Genbank[3],the European Molecular Biology
Laboratory (EMBL)[4], database and the DNA
DataBase of Japan (DDBJ) [5].In general, More
than 500 biological databases exist at present [6].
With this great number of database, researchers
and experts need to integrate the information.
The key point is how to share those
heterogeneous databases and make a common
query platform for users. [7]The same problem,
and the same thing applies to the rest of the areas
mentioned above.

Database integration is a multistep process
of finding similar entities in two or more
databases to create a non-redundant, unified view
of all databases [1].Integrating data has been
requested in many fields such as marketing,
biological, bioinformatics, medicine, industries
and others. But it became inventible in two
major areas. Next section argues these two.
Marketing and Enterprises: large enterprises
spend a great portions of time and money on
“information
integration”—combining
information from various sources into a unified
structure and format. Frequently cited as the
biggest and most expensive challenge that
information-technology shops face, information
integration is thought to consume about 40% of
their budget [2].

2.

PROBLEM OF INTEGRATION

The basic problem in data integration is
heterogeneity of data in many levels including
system-level and semantic level heterogeneity.
Integration of heterogeneous data sources mean
share information and provide users with a

The need for integration in enterprise
information arises clearly in the process of:
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tokens of words to determine the degree of
similarity.

unified data [7]. In other words we should find
the similarities between the elements of those
schemas. Thus, integrating different databases
initially requires integrating their schemas,
which may vary in structure, semantics and
instance, by finding correspondences between
elements and specifying the similarities degrees.
Integrating schemas passes through several
stages, namely: Schema Matching, Schema
mapping and Schema Integration. Next section
talks about these phases.

We mentioned particularly to linguistic
approach because Cupid is depending on it,
which considered as a base in the field schema
matching according to [9] Keeps track of
research, we find that schema matching has been
hot area of research for over 20 years .The
increase in the volume of available data,
heterogeneous databases, have each increased
the importance of developing effective schema
matching solutions [10]. [8] Is modern
Comprehensive survey paper written in this
field, it discusses the techniques, strategies,
approach and tools in the field of schema
matching.

2.1. Schema Matching
Schema matching is the problem of
generating correspondences between elements of
two schemas. A correspondence refers to
relationship between one or more elements of
one schema and one or more elements of the
other. Schemas have many forms like SQL
schema, XML schema, entity-relationship
diagram, ontology description and others.
Among all processes in integration, schema
matching is the major one. it considered as a
main bone for all approaches in integration due
to existence life in many applications. For
example, it appears in object-to-relational
mappings, data exchange, data warehouse
loading and mediated schemas for data
integration. In knowledge-based applications,
such as sciences applications and the semantic
web, it arises in the alignment of ontologies. For
example, it may be used to align gene ontologies
or anatomical structures. In health care, it may
arise in the alignment of patient records and
other medical reports. In web applications, it
may be used to align product catalogs. In
ecommerce, it may be used to align message
formats representing business documents, such
as orders and invoices [8].

2.2. Schema Integration
Once matching is finished, the relations and
correspondences between the various schemas
have been identified. Next phase is to create the
Global Schema, and this is referred to as schema
integration.
2.3. Schema Mapping
After a global schema is defined in previous
phase, it is time to determine how the data from
the different sources can be mapped to global
schema while keeping consistency of data. [12]
Speaks in depth about schema integration and
mapping.
2.4. Ontology
To find the similarities between
deferent elements, one of the schema matching
techniques mentioned earlier should be used.
This is one direction. Another direction and the
newest is ontology. Most recent research of
integration field is using ontology based
techniques to find correspondences between
concepts. The following section discusses this
point.

To match two schemas there are many
techniques proposed. The common ones are:
Linguistic matching, Instance-based matching,
Structure-based matching, Hybrid-matching and
others.

There are many definitions about what
an ontology is, but the common thread in these
definitions is that an ontology is some formal
description of a domain of discourse, intended
for sharing among different applications, and
expressed in a language that can be used for

Linguistic matching is a technique based on
language perspective where it takes the
element’s name or description and compares the
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Queries on the system are evaluated at the
warehouse without accessing the original
sources. Client updates to the warehouse are
usually not allowed since they are not propagated
to the original sources and would make the
warehouse inconsistent with the sources. Instead,
the warehouse is updated from the data in the
sources. There are multiple policies for updating
the warehouse from the sources [19].

reasoning [13].according to [14] ontology is an
explicit formal specifications of the terms in the
domain and relations among them.
Ontologies
are,
basically,
took
popularity in the AI field as a mean for
constructing formal vocabulary in explicit
manner to share between applications. Therefore
it is clear that ontology goals are not for
integrating heterogeneity [15]. However it has
ability to find the degree of similarity between
two or more different words, consequently it is
used broadly in integration.

Putting large amount of data in one place
may cause some difficulties to deal. Maintenance
also considered a challenge issue. Consequently,
it can create problems with queries since queries
are only as relevant as the latest updates [20].as a
result for the constraints of data warehouse it's
better to use it for the creation of highly curated
datasets focused on a specific and narrow area of
research.[21]

[15] Adopted an approach similar to the one that
used in ontology translation for the Semantic
Web [16]. They use Web-PDDL ontology
language to model database schemas, elements,
and the relationships (mappings) among them.
This is the first ontology approach in integrating
relational database as they claim in [15].So many
works have been done in using ontology to
integration. [17] Is modern survey paper as far as
we know.

2.7. Federated Database Approach
Federated database systems integrate
databases
by
implementing
one-to-one
connections between all databases that need to
communicate with each other.

As we mentioned earlier, schema matching
considered as base in every approach in database
integration. Next section discusses these
approaches.

Federated database different from data
warehouse in that the last one is takes data from
various sources and collects it in one place
(global schema). Changes in one source may
lead to change in the data warehouse. Whereas
the federated approach provides a virtual data
warehouse without moving the main data. From
this perspective, the term “database federation”
refers to architecture in which middleware,
consisting of a relational database management
system, provides uniform access to a number of
heterogeneous data sources [22]. The main role
of addition layer is to translate queries come
from clients and pass them.

2.5. Database Integration Approaches
There are many ways to integrate data. The
three common approaches are Data Warehouse
Approach, Federated Database (or Mediator
Approach) and middleware technology [7] and
[11].
2.6. Data Warehousing Approach
According to [12] Database integration can
be either logical or physical. Data warehouse
considered as physical integration because
integrated data is materialized.

Many researchers have been done in this
area. Pioneering research projects included
TSIMMIS13 and HERMES, 14 which used
database concepts to implement “mediators,”
special purpose query engines that use
nonprocedural specifications to integrate specific
data sources. DISCO15 and Pegasus16 were
closer in feel to true database federation [22].

In logical data integration, data is not
materialized. Instead integration is only virtual.
with data warehousing [18], data from each data
source is extracted, merged, and stored in a
centralized
repository
(warehouse).
The
warehouse is a database with a global schema
that combines the schemas of the sources.
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The disadvantage of this federated approach
is that components of translation need to be
written for each pair of communicating
databases. We noted that most approaches that
based on middleware are not concern with
specific data model (relational, xml, ODB...).
They either integrate multi-source heterogeneous
data.
Figure (1) presents
integration methods.

the

classification
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Figure 1: Data Integration Approaches And
Techniques.

3.

CONCLUSION

Database integration has been an active area
because it has become required in many areas
and fields. Several approaches adopted to
achieve the goal of integration. No single
technique is better than the others, and different
integration solutions serve different purposes.
New trend semantic web integration attracted
many researches later [23] [24].many recently
works use ontology instead of traditional schema
matching techniques.
4.
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